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FOREWORD
Special Section on Telecommunication Energy Technology in
Conjunction with Main Topics of INTELEC’09
INTELEC (International Telecommunications Energy Conference) is an annual conference which examines and analyzes the latest developments in the telecommunications energy systems and related power
processing devices and circuits. Main technical fields of the conference are power electronics and telecommunication power systems, including power conversion, energy management and storage, power system
architectures, distributed and micro-grid system, grounding and bonding, physical and thermal design, renewable energy and systems, and electromagnetic compatibility. The INTELEC’09 was held in Incheon,
Korea from October 18 through 22, 2009 under the conference theme of “Global Convergence for Smart
Energy-Telecommunication.” Many valuable papers on energy and power for telecommunication systems
both today and in the future were presented at the conference.
IEICE Communications Society technically co-sponsored INTELEC’09, as energy engineering in electronics and communications is one of the important research fields which IEICE Communication Society
deals. The special section was planned for presenting the results of the conference and for promoting future
progress of R&D in the area of energy and power for communications systems. The editorial committee
has carefully reviewed 12 submitted papers (including 5 papers from abroad) and selected 6 papers. We
hope these papers will pioneer the ways to new telecommunications energy systems, and also trigger the
IEICE members for their R&D progress. All the members of the editorial committee would like to express
their sincere appreciation to all the authors and reviewers for their contributions that made this special
section a great success.
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